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(Number Theory)
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The Jigures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.

Notation and symbols have their usual meaning.

L Answer any ter? questions: 2x10=20

(a) Show that Goldbach conjecture implies that every even integer greater than 5 is a sum of

three primes.

(b) For any integers a,b,cprovethat alb and bla iff a = 'lb.

(c) Prove that (n2 + 2) is not divisible by 4 for any integer n.

(d) Find the remainder when 3100 is divided by 5.

(e) State Fermat's Little Theorem.

(f) Show that 1920 = 7 (mod 181).

(g) Prove that if B x7 =Zx 7 (mod 6) and (7,6) : 1, then B = 2 (mod 6).

(h) Solve x2 + 3r + 11 = 0 (mod 13).

(1) lf p is prime, prove that2(p - 3)l + 1 = 0 (modp).

() Find the missing digit in the numbet 287 4932 if ir is divisible by 13.

(k) Prove that 2n ( n! forneNandn24.

(l) lf dl, d2,..., d, be the list of all positive divisors of a positive integer n,

orovethata+1+... + | = 
o(n)

dt'dz' 'dr n

(m) Solve the linear congnrence: 28x = 63 (mod 105).

(n) If n: pi'pt' . pi' where p1,p2, ... ,pr e prime to one another, findO(n)(a1,a2,..-,u,

are positive integers).

(o) Prove that 2n - t has at least n distinct prime factors.
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2. Answer any fozr questions: 5x4=20

(a) (i) Find o(360) and o(900).

(ii) Letk > 7 and2k - 1is a prime. 11n:2*-t(2x -1), then show thatn is a perfect

number.

Prove that Mdbius g-function is a multiplicative function.

2+3

State and prove Euclid's Theorem.

Prove that an = bn(mod m) if and only if a = b (-oa .-ra), where a,b,m,n are

integers.

(e) Show that 34n+2 + 52n+a = 0 (mod 14).

(l) Find the primitive roots of 41.

Answer any ,1.1,o questions: l0x2=2O

(a) (i) Prove thar every integer (n ) 1) can be expressed as a product of finite number of

primes.

(ii) Find the remainder when 273 + 743 is divided by 1 1. 8+2

(i) Find the digit in unit place of 3a00.

(ii) State and prove Chinese Remainder Theorem. 2+8

(i) prove rhat 7l(2z22s5ss + 55552222).

(ii) Solve the linear Diophantine eqnation:zz7x + 35y = 11 5+5

(i) Find the least natural number which when divided by 7, 10 and 11 leaves in order the

remainders l,6 and2.

(ii) Let p be an odd prime. Then prove that the congruence x2 =-7 (modp) has a

solution if and only ifp = 1 (mod 4). 5+5

(b)

(c)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(d)


